
School Level Title I Plan-2018-2019
School: North Elementary

Goal 2: Globally Competitive Students-Math 

Description: Students in grades 3-5 will meet/exceed expected growth as measured by the Math End Of Grade assessment. 
At least 70% of students in grades K-2 will meet or exceed proficiency in math measured by i-Ready Math Diagnostics.

Performance Measure: By the end of 2018-2019, each Title I school will increase previous year's proficiency by 5 percentage 
points in grades 3-5. The (district) achievement gap between Title I schools and Non-Title I schools will decrease by 5%. 

By the end of 2018-2019, each Title I school will show a minimum of 70% proficiency for students in grades K-2 as measured 
by i-Ready Math Diagnostic. Title I schools will close the achievement gap by 5% between non-Title I schools as indicated by 
i-Ready Math Diagnostic results.

School Strategies and Actions to meet Goal 2:

As in Goal 1, some of the budget is designated for supplies, that teachers need in their classroom - such as dry erase boards, 
markers, easels, etc., as well as provide additional classroom carpets for Carpet time instruction. The Connect View 
Interactive system will be piloted this year in the Parent/Teacher Professional room, and an additional mobile system for 
teachers to use. We do not have smart boards and the old mimeos do not work any more. This technology will replace our 
projectors as they wear out. If these systems provide highly engaging learning experiences for our students, we plan to use 
next year's Title I funds to expand the Interactive systems to every classroom that the teacher demonstrates that he/she will 
use them. Field trip funds will be used to increase the number of trips students take by paying for bus transportation and driver 
costs to free venues. In addition, Title I is providing much needed opportunity for planning in Math (as well as Reading) to 
implement with fidelity the new standards. Teachers are trained in high-yield strategies (Learning Focused framework) and 
need time to process the curriculum and design lessons that embed activities to build prior knowledge, vocabulary, and higher 
order assignments. Working on the work has to be a top priority. The biggest difference between typical schools and 
exemplary schools is when and how teachers plan.


